

USS Delphyne 10001.31


Nicke:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Grant:
::On the Bridge::

XO_Wall:
::on the bridge::

CNS_Jiosa:
::back on the bridge taking a break from Sickbay::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
::in Main Engineering::

MO_Lea:
::In sickbay, administering another pain reliever, but glad to note some progress in his condition::

OPS_Lynam:
:;On the bridge, at station::

CTO_Psion:
::On the bridge::

Nicke:
ACTION: sensors pick up a shuttle 

CO_Grant:
OPS: We are expecting a new officer to arrive by shuttle today, notify me when she gets here

XO_Wall:
CNS: hows sickbay fairing?

CIV_McLeod:
::at holodeck::

Nicke:
ACTION: transmission from starflee had said to expect anew officer via shuttle craft from outpost 234

TO_Hawkes:
::In security office::

CEOLefler:
::On Bridge at Engineering Console:::

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: Well as can be expected Dr. Lea is doing an outstanding job if i may say so]

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.  I believe the shuttle is coming into range now.

MO_Lea:
::Sits back at the CMO's desk, reviewing the list on a PADD::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Federation shuttle on intercept course has just entered sensor range.

CO_Grant:
OPS: Hail them

CIV_McLeod:
::in a combat simulation::

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

MO_Lea:
::Starts to drowse, and nod off::

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:Shuttle: Shuttlecraft this is the Delphyne, please respond.

CSO_KBeth:
COMM: Shuttle here...just coming into range

CO_Grant:
CTO: have the sensors picked up any interesting pieces of debris that should be studied yet

MO_Lea:
::Jumps up and grabs another padd::

CO_Grant:
CTO;?

CSO_KBeth:
COMM: Shuttle requesting permission to enter shuttlebay for landing

CIV_McLeod:
::rolls to the left, dodging a phaser blast::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Scanning.

CTO_Psion:
::Scans debris field::

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:Shuttle: Acknowledged, you are cleared to land.  Standby for docking tractor beam.

MO_Lea:
::Wonders if music would disturb any occupants of sickbay::

CSO_KBeth:
COMM: Standing by...

OPS_Lynam:
:;Opens shuttle bay doors and engages the docking tractors::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
::finishes conferring with Ens. Bridges and continues to work on computers::

CIV_McLeod:
::stands and fires back::

CO_Grant:
::Watches with interest on the viewscreen as shuttle enters the landing bay::

TO_Hawkes:
::scans the phaser 2 for any bio-traces::


CO_Grant:
XO: have someone , say from TAC go to meet our new officer and escort her to the bridge

CIV_McLeod:
::mutters as a shot comes across and hits him square in the chest:: computer:end program McLeod 9-alpha-7

XO_Wall:
CO: aye

OPS_Lynam:
::Closes bay doors ::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: The shuttle is aboard sir.

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

CSO_KBeth:
::Opens the shuttle door and looks around at new home::

CIV_McLeod:
::starts to head back to his quarters::

XO_Wall:
TO: Hawkes go greet our new officer and escort her to the Bridge.

CO_Grant:
OPS: ANy news from Ferengi homeworld about this cargo ship?

MO_Lea:
::Looks over a padd:: *EO*: Mr. MacPherson-Quest, if you have a few free moment, could you please report to sickbay immediately?

CEOLefler:
::sings "I'm a Yankee Doodle dandy" to self while working Engineering panel::

TO_Hawkes:
*XO* Aye sir...on my way ::Sets PHaser 2 in evidence locker and exits Sec office::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Haven't called them yet sir.  I was about to contact the planet.

TO_Hawkes:
::Enters TL:: TL: Deck 11

CIV_McLeod:
::arrives at quarters and hops into a sonic shower::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
*MO*: can't it wait?, I'm working on the ships computer

CEOLefler:
::looks around...wonders.....Was I just signing out loud?.....hope no one heard that::

MO_Lea:
::Sighs::  *EO*: Yes, but not too much longer.  Thank you.

TO_Hawkes:
::exits TL and heads to SHutlebay::

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

CSO_KBeth:
::Grabs gear and hops out of shuttle::

OPS_Lynam:
::Sends request to the Ferengi shipping consortium for information on the freighter.::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Scanning highly energetic quantum flux consistent with reactive chemicals.

Eng_Mac-Quest:
*MO*: gimmie one hour

MO_Lea:
::Looks over her list again:: *EO*: Understood.

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Say Psion, who do we contact on the planet?

TO_Hawkes:
::enters Shuttlebay. Waits patiently for shuttle to come to a complete stop...the tray table up::

CIV_McLeod:
::steps out of the shower::

XO_Wall:
CTO: what about the planet anything on that, anybody living there?

CO_Grant:
XO: It seems that Dr.Lea is concerned about FCO Nichols getting her physical. Call the duty officer on the list to take over FCO, that would be Hunter-macleod right

CO_Grant:
?

CIV_McLeod:
::gets dressed::

CO_Grant:
CTO: sounds like some clues

CTO_Psion:
CO/OPS:  Scanning for life signs.  ::Scans planet::

CSO_KBeth:
::Walks over to the TO:: TO:Request permission to come aboard.

XO_Wall:
CO: I believe so ::looks at duty list:: yes it is...

TO_Hawkes:
CSO: Permission granted. Welcome aboard ::Extends hand for handshake::

MO_Lea:
::looks with concern over the CMO's vitals again::

CIV_McLeod:
::yawns and shaves::

XO_Wall:
*CIV*: please report to the bridge to fill in on helm duty.

TO_Hawkes:
CSO: You presence is requested on the bridge immediately. Please follow me::

CSO_KBeth:
::Shakes hand:: CSO Ens. K'Beth T'Kar reporting for duty.  Looks like we got some excitement, eh?

CO_Grant:
FCO: Leave for you physical as soon as your relief gets here

CTO_Psion:
CO:  The planet's population consists of Federation colonists with a population estimated at 2500.

CIV_McLeod:
::takes last razor stroke::  *XO*:On my way, sir

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for energy signatures consistent with weaponry::

CO_Grant:
CTO: Hmmm, then finding out who did business with the Ferengi should not take long

TO_Hawkes:
CSO: Yeah, that's what I hear. Sounds like a ferengi vessle just blew up.

OPS_Lynam:
::Overhears the CTO's report and opens hailing frequencies with the planet.::

CIV_McLeod:
::makes way to TL:: TL: bridge, please

CNS_Jiosa:
CO: Small colony but undoubtedly hardy settlers, it might be a bit rough getting information from them

TO_Hawkes:
::Heads towards TL::

CIV_McLeod:
::hums to self::

CSO_KBeth:
TO: Saw it explode from my shuttle ::follows TO to TL::

TO_Hawkes:
*xo*: The CSO is aboard and we are en-route to the bridge.

TO_Hawkes:
TL: Main Bridge

CO_Grant:
CNS: No doubt , we can either use one of our many diplomatic skills to extract the info we need

XO_Wall:
*TO*: acknowledged

TO_Hawkes:
CSO: Really? I missed it. Too bad for the Ferengi eh?

CIV_McLeod:
::steps off the TL and makes way to FCO station:: XO: McLeod reporting, sir

CNS_Jiosa:
CO: I have a feeling it will take more than one...

XO_Wall:
CO: our new officer is on route to the bridge

OPS_Lynam:
COMM: B'F'Drt: This is the Federation Starship Delphyne, we wish to speak to your colony leader.

CSO_KBeth:
TO: Ah, a ferengi here, a ferengi there...wonder how it happened

CO_Grant:
CNS: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
XO: acknowledged

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for chemicals capable of creating an explosion::

Nicke:
<planet>COMM: delphyne: hold while we process your request

CIV_McLeod:
::sits down, looking over the station and remembering the last time he was here::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Well I see the beaurocracy is in place.

TO_Hawkes:
CSO: Here we are, main brige. ::allows CSO to exit first::

CTO_Psion:
::Notices Hawkes and CSO enter::

CEOLefler:
::looks at TO come in with new CSO::

CSO_KBeth:
::Walks over to CO, Salutes:: CO: CSO Ens K'Beth reporting for duty

CEOLefler:
::goes back to singing at working on Engineering scans::

XO_Wall:
::stands and faces to greet the new officer::

MO_Lea:
*CIV*: Are you free for a few moments to report to sickbay?

CO_Grant:
::Returns salute to new officer::

Nicke:
<PlanetLeader>COMM: Delphyne: this is Marlock, village leader and speaker, how may I help you?

MO_Lea:
Nurse: Get those records on the new crew memeber stat.

CO_Grant:
Ens: at ease and welcome to the Delphyne

CIV_McLeod:
*MO* Actually, you caught me on duty.  I'll come as soon as I can, though, if you'd like

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for energy signatures::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Village leader Marlock on screen for you sir.

CSO_KBeth:
CO: Thank you sir ::Nods to XO::

MO_Lea:
Self: Figures.     ::Aloud:: *CIV*: Yes, thank you.

TO_Hawkes:
::stands behind PSion and tries to get a idea of what has been going on up here in the rarrified air of the bridge::

XO_Wall:
::returns nods::

CO_Grant:
ENS: Take your station, SCI 1, scan the debris field

CNS_Jiosa:
::stands up:: CSO: ENS Elizabeth Mackenzie Jiosa, COunselor, but please call me Liz or Kenzie ::holds out hand for handshake::

CIV_McLeod:
*MO* I'll alert you when I'm able to come in

CSO_KBeth:
CO: Aye sir ::Goes and shakes CNS hand on way to station::

CO_Grant:
COMM: Marlock: We were passing by on a routine patrol when a vessel that had just left your fair world exploded

CNS_Jiosa:
CO: Perhaps the CSO should have her physical first?

MO_Lea:
*CIV*: Understood.

CTO_Psion:
TO:  We are conducting an investigation of the explosion.

Marlock:
COMM: Delphyne: oh? really? and what would that have to do with us?

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: So...what happened?

CO_Grant:
::makes a negative gesture towards CNS::

CSO_KBeth:
CNS: Ummm...maybe I had better scan the debris field first

XO_Wall:
::looks over the Ensign's profile::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
::finishes his work and turns to Ens Bridges:  Ens. Bridges: you have Engineering while I go back to the main computer room and reinstall it's main boards and then I'm going to sickbay

CTO_Psion:
TO:  A volatile reaction caused the Ferengi vessel to explode.

Eng_Mac-Quest:
<Bridges> aye sir

CSO_KBeth:
::goes to station and starts to scan for any anomolies

CIV_McLeod:
:;monitors station::

XO_Wall:
::puts PADD down to review further later::

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Hmmm...interesting.

MO_Lea:
::Contacts several other crew memebers, all busy one way or another::

CO_Grant:
COMM: marlock: It is possible that the Ferengi ship left with a cargo whose content was not revealed and that subsequently proved volatile. We are investigating this incident. Your colony was the last place that ship picked up or exchanged cargo. Your CO-operation is expected.

MO_Lea:
*Ensign Bridges*: Do you have a few moments to come to sickbay?

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Attempt to ascertain the Ferengi's previous stop to identify any other possible sources for the explosion.

OPS_Lynam:
::Monitors planetary communications::

MO_Lea:
<Bridges>*MO*: I'm sorry Doctor, I am busy in Engineering. Perhaps another time?

Marlock:
COMM: delphyne: expected???? and just how are we *expected* to help you?

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Aye aye sir. ::moves to TAC2::

MO_Lea:
*Bridges*: All right, thank you.

Eng_Mac-Quest:
<Bridges> *MO* unfortuantely not, I'm looking after Engineering

CO_Grant:
COMM:Marlock: We want to talk to the persons who dealt with the Ferengi. We want to see the manifest of the cargo that  was uploaded to that ship.

XO_Wall:
::cringes at Marlock's tone::

CNS_Jiosa:
::shakes head at the CO,::  ::whispers:: CO: Perhaps you should try some more... flowering prose, it gets better results

Eng_Mac-Quest:
::exits ME and enters TL::

CO_Grant:
::nods at CNS::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Notices a new face at the science station.  Makes a note to himself to speak to them later::

CIV_McLeod:
::smiles that they're not dodging weapons fire right about now::

MO_Lea:
*O'Reiley": Do you have a few moments to come to sickbay for your physical?

CTO_Psion:
::Attempts to use Betazoid abilities to see what may be going on::

Marlock:
COMM: delphyne: You want? I will have to investigate that further to determine any  dealings with ferengi.

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Sir I hate to bother you, but while they're at it, could we get their last port of call as well. I believe that would be logged as Ferengi ship inbound from XXXX?

Marlock:
::cuts comm::

CO_Grant:
TO: Good idea

CEOLefler:
ALL: Well he is hding something

CIV_McLeod:
self: that went well

Nicke:
ACTION: subspace communiqué comes giving information on the route and cargo of the blown up ship

TO_Hawkes:
<O'Reilley>::Raises an eyebrow:: *MO* Uh...sure....why? Anything wrong?

Eng_Mac-Quest:
TL:  Deck 8

MO_Lea:
*O'Reiley*: I just need to perform your physical for the year.

XO_Wall:
All: yeah he seemed to be very defensive

Nicke:
ACTION: communications also demand to know what happened to the ship

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Sir, I have a reply from Ferenganar concerning the ship.  They mention that a small charge has been billed to the Federation for "shipping and handling"".

TO_Hawkes:
<o'Reilley>: Uh...ok then. I'll be right down. ::hopes this isn't a trap...tries not to be too nervous as he heads to Sickbay::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
::exits the TL and enters the computer core::

CSO_KBeth:
::Hums a little tune as she scans debris field.  Notices a small anomoly in chemical composition::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: They also want to know what happened to their ship.

CO_Grant:
XO: Lead an away team, take Sec and perhaps the counselor with you. Perhaps you can assist Mr.Marlock in this investigation. Perhaps if I was "Bad Cop" you can be "GOOd Cop" to get to the bottom of this.

TO_Hawkes:
ER <*MO*>

XO_Wall:
CO: agreed

CIV_McLeod:
::watches station observantly::

MO_Lea:
*O'Reiley*: Yes, Thank you!

TO_Hawkes:
<O'Reilley>::Enters Sickbay:: MO: PO2 O'Reilley reporting as ordered Ma'am.

XO_Wall:
TO: hawkes your with me ::motions::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Bill them them back for the insurance investigation. And charge them for any data banks we recover from the debris.

TO_Hawkes:
XO: Aye sir!

Eng_Mac-Quest:
::reinstalls mainboards and leaves computer core::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Smiles:: CO: Yes sir.

XO_Wall:
CNS: if you would join me?

MO_Lea:
O'Reiley: Please lie down on the bio bed.

TO_Hawkes:
::grabs a tricorder from the small locker on the bridge::

XO_Wall:
::heads toward TL::

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: Of course ::heads to TL::

TO_Hawkes:
::Follow XO::

CNS_Jiosa:
TO: Phasers too?

XO_Wall:
CTO: assign a couple of security officers to our AT.

CSO_KBeth:
CO: Sir, I found traces of several components that might be the computer chip databanks.

CIV_McLeod:
::turns in seat and looks at bridge::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
*MO*: I'm on my way to Sickbay

TO_Hawkes:
XO: What are the rules of engagement?  (Ie do we bring phasers)

CTO_Psion:
XO:  Aye.

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: We don't know whats going on down there we should bring phasers

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: Sir

Eng_Mac-Quest:
*MO*:  Lea?

MO_Lea:
::Activates the biobed console and watches at the over-the-torso restraint/scanner lowers over O'Reiley::

CTO_Psion:
*Sec*  Lt's Walters and Rasputin report to transporter room 1 for away mission.

CO_Grant:
CSO: interesting, forward that info and co-ordinates to CTO for beam up to cargo bay for study

XO_Wall:
TO: You and security are to be equipped with phasers

MO_Lea:
*EO*: Yes, thank you.   I will be ready upon your arrival.  ::Smiles, then activates O'Reiley's scans::

XO_Wall:
::TL doors close::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Cargo bay three is cleared for the debris we wish to bring aboard.  I suggest we start with the data chips Ensign...well, that this ensign detected.

MO_Lea:
O'Reiley: When was your last physical, what is your full name, have you had any unusual symptoms such as dizziness, fatigue, nausea, faintness, blackouts, lost of balance, sudden loss of consciousness?

TO_Hawkes:
<O'Reilley> ::watches the bio bed close aroung him "thinks calm...think calm"::

CIV_McLeod:
::recalls protocols for away missions silently as he watches console::

CSO_KBeth:
CTO:Coordinates are forwarding now

TO_Hawkes:
XO: Aye sir.

CTO_Psion:
::Recieves information::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
*MO*:  ok! ::chuckles::

MO_Lea:
::Nearly sounds like she is interogating, or something::

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

XO_Wall:
TL: TR 2

CTO_Psion:
*TR2*  Transport computer debris to engineering.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Data from the Ferengi is pretty generic.  I'm guessing we're on our own.

TO_Hawkes:
<O'Reilley> MO: O'Reilley, no unusual symptoms.

CO_Grant:
CTo,SCI: any larger pieces out there like a bridge or engineering station?

CSO_KBeth:
::Notices something else in the debris field that looks suspiciously like a 'black box'::

MO_Lea:
O'Reiley: Date of last physical?

Eng_Mac-Quest:
::enters TL:: TL:  Deck 7

CEOLefler:
Xo:I'll Be heading  to engineering to look at that debriis now

TO_Hawkes:
<O'Reilley> MO: ABout a year ago Ma'am.

CSO_KBeth:
CO: Sir, I found a 'black box' but I suggest we put a force field around it in the cargo bay

Eng_Mac-Quest:
::exits TL and thinks to self:: boy that was a short trip!

XO_Wall:
::exits TL heads to TR 2::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Negative sir.

TO_Hawkes:
::follows XO. Gets a Phaer2 from one of the Sec guys in TR2::

MO_Lea:
O'Reiley: Thank you.  Just wait now.

Eng_Mac-Quest:
::enters Sickbay::  MO: hi Lea

CNS_Jiosa:
::follows a half-step behid the XO::

CEOLefler:
*EO*: Mac, where are you?

MO_Lea:
::Picks up blood sample taker:: EO: Hi!

Eng_Mac-Quest:
*CEO* getting my physical

TO_Hawkes:
<O'Reilley> ::waits::

CEOLefler:
*EO*:Well stop it, and get down to ME ,Immediately!

MO_Lea:
EO: Could yo--  ::Sighs::

XO_Wall:
TO/Security: once we our down there keep a close I on everything going on around us, you will be me and the CNS protection in case something awaits us down there.

TO_Hawkes:
::checks Phasers and equipement of AT::

CEOLefler:
*EO*: We have some debris to ispect

CNS_Jiosa:
::pats her wrist noting everything is secure::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
MO: well gotta run...it seems they don't want me to see if there is something wrong with me! ::chuckles::

CO_Grant:
CSO: Forward the additional debris data to CTO for review

CIV_McLeod:
::spins around slowly in chair::

TO_Hawkes:
XO: Aye sir.... ::slaps a locator  patch on himself, and hands to everyone else::

CEOLefler:
::Enters TL::

MO_Lea:
::Smiles weakly and watches him leave::

XO_Wall:
::steps on padd::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
*CEO* understood

CSO_KBeth:
CO: Aye sir...::Forwards new coordinates to CTO::

CNS_Jiosa:
::puts the locator patch on::TO : Good thinking

Eng_Mac-Quest:
::walks into Engineering::

CEOLefler:
::Exists TL and walks up to Main display panel in egineering

TO_Hawkes:
::Steps onto pad, checks everything once more::

CO_Grant:
*XO*: You might want to beam down to a place outside of main square just in case somebody does not like visitors

XO_Wall:
ALL; we all patched and ready to go?

XO_Wall:
*CO*: acknowledged

Eng_Mac-Quest:
CEO: what do we got?

TO_Hawkes:
XO: Good to go sir!

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: Yes sir

CO_Grant:
CTO: Keep a transporter lock on the Away team

CEOLefler:
EngAll: I want repair team Alpha to go over every piece of that debris, every piece should be catalogued until we have a full ship re-built in the computer, if any piece is missing I want to know yesterday....

CSO_KBeth:
::Starts to scan the edges of the debris field::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  The away team is prepared to depart.

XO_Wall:
TRChief: set our coordinates on the Captains suggestion

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Transporter lock maintained.

CEOLefler:
ENGAll: Beta crews will take over the usual ships duties this shift.

CO_Grant:
CTO,ScI: we have everything we can get here in the debris field then?

CEOLefler:
EOMAC: Coordinate with the CSO. Make sure we are all working together on this

CIV_McLeod:
::examines power levels::

CO_Grant:
CIV: Set course to orbit the planet

Eng_Mac-Quest:
CEO: aye

XO_Wall:
<TRChief>: coordinates ready ::activates transporter::

CEOLefler:
EOMAC: Oh and Mac, get Bridges, I want him working directly under you leading the reconstruction team

MO_Lea:
::Draws a sample of blood from O'Reiley, then disengages the scanner and lets him go::

CIV_McLeod:
CO; aye, Captain ::maneuvers ship::

CO_Grant:
*XO*: hold up until we are in orbit about the planet , it will just be shortly

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye sir.  Relevant debris has been beamed aboard.

Eng_Mac-Quest:
CEO: I'll have this done in 5 minutes

CSO_KBeth:
CO: Still scanning sir....the explosion threw debris over everything ::glad that she doesn't have to clean up the mess::

TO_Hawkes:
<O'Reilley> ::gets up rellieved:: MO: Thanks Doc! I alwasy hate these things...no offense Ma'am.

XO_Wall:
::holts TR Chief, by motioning::

CO_Grant:
CIV: engage course, 3/4 impulse. It should get us in orbit in a moment

CIV_McLeod:
::sets a course for a moderate orbit around the planet::  CO: acknowledged

MO_Lea:
*Ens. Michaels*: If you have a few moments, could you report to sickbay for a physical?

TO_Hawkes:
::While waiting, brings up a topo map of the beam down site::

CTO_Psion:
*Eng*  We have beamed aboard the final debis collected from the explosion.  An investigation of the material is needed.

CEOLefler:
::Nods at Mac enthusiasm. KNows this will be a much longer job than either of them want

XO_Wall:
::waits on tr padd::

CO_Grant:
OPS: INform the colony that we will be in orbit about their planet. Peacably of course

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

CSO_KBeth:
::Shifts to mid/long range scanners as ship moves into orbit::

CEOLefler:
*CTO* thank you, we are already on it

CIV_McLeod:
CO: we'll be in orbit in 26 seconds

CO_Grant:
CSO: you may continue your scans as we approach the planet

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: SO ready to play the "good cop" ?

MO_Lea:
<Ens. Michaels> *MO*: Uh..my physical? No, I'm afraid I can't. I have to..to.. clean out the plasma relays.. ::Thinks his superior is going to love him for this::

CSO_KBeth:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Also starts to passively scan the planet::

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:MArlock: Sir, we are entering orbit above your planet.  We look forward to meeting with you.

XO_Wall:
CNS: yeah, im always a good cop, its my personality ::grins::

MO_Lea:
*Ens. Michaels*: Understood.

TO_Hawkes:
::studies the map while waiting. Pointing out areas of concern to Sec guys::

CO_Grant:
::observes the planet filling up the viewscreen, thinks ugly brown rock in space::

MO_Lea:
<Ens. Michaels> *MO*: Mayby some other time..

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: Right... ::grins:: We'll have to be on our best behavior to get any info from the colonist, they'll take offense at anything

CO_Grant:
CIV: standard orbit, MR.Hunter-Macleod

Nicke:
<Marlock>COMM: Delphyne:  at your convenience.  We lack many facilities due to the wars, but our other amenities more than make up for it, we look forward to meeting you

CIV_McLeod:
CO:  read your mind, sir

Eng_Mac-Quest:
CEO: this ship was blown up by a chroniton torpedo

CEOLefler:
EO: Are you sure Mac? I don't want to go reporting something that is not absolutely true

Nicke:
@  ACTION: the vilage prepares for the arrival of the away team........

CO_Grant:
OPS:Send a pleasant acknowledgement , mention in passing that a team will visit them soon

XO_Wall:
CNS: i know ::grins:: I have done this before didnt you know? this is one of my strong points

Eng_Mac-Quest:
CEO: yes, remember the CO asked to see if there was a cloaked ship?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

CO_Grant:
*XO*: we are in orbit, proceed with Away team departure

XO_Wall:
*CO*: aye

TO_Hawkes:
::braces for the transporter tingle:;

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: We'll every place is a little different, I'd like this to be my strong point as well, Im a counselor after all it should be

CEOLefler:
EO:Well done Mac

Eng_Mac-Quest:
CEO: weell this torpedo is used like this

CIV_McLeod:
::remembers to request AT duty next time::

XO_Wall:
TRChief: energize! ::nods at the CNS::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
CEO: Chroniton torpedos are charged with -> chronitons which makes the torpedo out of phase with normal space-time, so they can penetrate shielding. This state is called temporal flux

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:Marlock: Thank you sir, I'm sure our people will find it quite comfortable.  They'll see you soon.

MO_Lea:
::Watches Lt. Boren report into sickbay:: Boren: Glad you could make it.  Please lie down on the biobed.

Nicke:
<Marlock> COMM: :Delphyne: i am sure they will ....our bath houses are a rare  treat in this quadrant

Eng_Mac-Quest:
CEO: Chroniton torpedos are not as destructive as -> quantum torpedos or -> tri-cobalt torpedos, but are perfect to use for precision attacks.

XO_Wall:
<TRChief>: energizing

CEOLefler:
EOMAC: Thank you Mac. We'll have to confirm this. But atleast we have something to report,

OPS_Lynam:
::Hmm, bath houses.  On an outpost?::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
CEO: I know this from experience

MO_Lea:
::Activates scanner:: Boren: When was your last physical, what is your full name, have you had any unusual symptoms such as dizziness, fatigue, nausea, faintness, blackouts, lost of balance, sudden loss of consciousness?

XO_Wall:
::rematerializes on the planet::

CNS_Jiosa:
@::materializes on the planet::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Away team has departed successfully.

CIV_McLeod:
::stifles a yawn and goes back to monitoring station::

CTO_Psion:
::Scans and maintains lock on the away team::

TO_Hawkes:
::Rematerializes, and immediately begins scanning with tricorder, one hand on his phaser in its holster::

XO_Wall:
@::looks around::

TO_Hawkes:
<@>

Nicke:
@ACTION: as the away team materializes a small group of colonists stop and watch them carefully ......

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

CTO_Psion:
::Scans villagers approaching the away team::

CEOLefler:
*CO*: Engineering to Captain. We have a theory sir, We believe the Ferengi ship was destroyed by a Chroniton topredoe. We suspect a phased projectile of some kind caused the destruction of that ship.

XO_Wall:
@::looks over at colonist?::

TO_Hawkes:
@::Scans colonists for weapons and bio signs::

Nicke:
@ACTION: a few adults move toward the Away team and greet them

CSO_KBeth:
::Maintains passive scan on area where away team landed::

XO_Wall:
@::watch as people come toward us::

CO_Grant:
*CEO*: an interesting theory, send a summary of it to TAC station so that CTO can study it.

CNS_Jiosa:
@::looks to XO to take the lead::

OPS_Lynam:
::Continues to monitor communications channels::

CEOLefler:
*CO*: Aye sir

CO_Grant:
CTO: double check that , That could mean an outside attack of some kind and could be a threat to this ship.

CEOLefler:
EOMAC: You heard the man. Get a report together and send it to CTO Psion

MO_Lea:
<Boren> MO: SD 9902.14.  Robin Ril Boren, only at the end of my shift, only late at night, only after too much chili, only in the steam houses, only when I've been hit on th head, only on low gravity planet atmospheres, only when I have experienced a lack of oxygen.

XO_Wall:
@::steps forward and greets::

Nicke:
@ACTION: an older gentleman moves closer to the away team and greets them in a friendly manner

TO_Hawkes:
@::Positions himself to be able to interpose himself between the colonist and the AT in a hurry if need be...but not to interfere otherwies::

CO_Grant:
CSO: scan for temporal anomalies in the vicinity of this star system

CTO_Psion:
::Recieves information from Engineering::

MO_Lea:
::Finishes the scan and draws a blood sample::  Boren: Thank you, you may go.

TO_Hawkes:
@::Uplinks his Tricorder readings...with audio...to the Del. Live feed::

CEOLefler:
EOMac: And make sure you send the CTO an idea about how to guard against such an attack

XO_Wall:
@OlderGent: Hi, I am Cmdr Bernie Wall first officer of the USS Delphyne ::extends hand::

CSO_KBeth:
CO: Aye sir ::Realigns the lateral scans::

CTO_Psion:
::Cross references with known alien races capable with that technology::

Nicke:
@<resident> greetings.  I presume you are the crew from the Delphyne we were told to expect?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Sir, I have a tricorder uplink from Mr. Hawkes.

CIV_McLeod:
::spins again in chair slowly::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
::sends a report to CTO::  A Chroniton torpedo race called the Krenim, in a possible or alternative timeline.

CO_Grant:
OPS,*LEFLER*: Can you employ a technology similar to the improved comm badges to detect a chroniton torpedo before it could reach us?

TO_Hawkes:
@::Scans the surrounding area...to the sides and behing the AT...then back at the old Gent::

CO_Grant:
CTo: put it on the speakers

Eng_Mac-Quest:
*CTO* thats used by the Krenim

CEOLefler:
*OPS/CO*: Only thing I can think of is a Chroniton sweep. It would work much like an old fashioned Radar device. What do you think Lynam?

CO_Grant:
::wonders who the Krenim are ::

Eng_Mac-Quest:
::sends more:: they don't need a cloaked ship because it's in an alternate timeline::

XO_Wall:
Resident: greets ::extends hand:: Hi, I am Cmdr BErnie Wall, First officer of the USS Delphyne

XO_Wall:
<@>

OPS_Lynam:
CO/*CEO*: Sounds good Chief, except we'd only have a couple of seconds warning if the launching ship is under a few hundred thousand meters.

CTO_Psion:
CSO:  What have your temporal scans turned up?

CEOLefler:
*OPS/CO*:However it would be a short range detection device

CTO_Psion:
::Initiates scans for a cloaked ship::

TO_Hawkes:
@::Intructs the 2 other sec guys to watch the flanks and are behind the At::

CIV_McLeod:
::sits in chair::

CNS_Jiosa:
@ Resident: Ensign Elizabeth Jiosa , Counselor

CSO_KBeth:
CTO: I'm detecting a slight temporal shift along the starboard...trying to localize

Nicke:
ACTION: sesnsors begin to pick up a small spacial anomoly just outside the coordinates of the blown ferengi vessel...::


CO_Grant:
*CEO*: sounds limited. Keep searching for more clues amongst the debris, see if the data chips reveal anything
Nicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><





